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1. Key Global Challenges;
2. Hybrid and Remote Working;
3. Casual Employment;
4. Independent Contractors;
5. Sexual harassment, parental leave & compassionate leave;
6. Superannuation;
7. Religious Discrimination Bill;
8. Mandatory Vaccinations and COVID-19;
9. Federal Election and the Impact on Employers;

10. STP 2.0.
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● “The Great Resignation” - predictions of rising voluntary turnover;

● Top reasons for leaving jobs - lack of career opportunities, pay and conditions, 

lack of appreciation/recognition and poor culture;

● Retaining disengaged employees should not be seen as a win;

● Focus on the Employee Experience (EX) to the same extent that you do for 

Customer Experience (CX).

Key Global Challenges
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● Invest in talent acquisition - if recruitment is going to be a key objective this 

year;

● Take a serious approach to succession planning;

● Equip your managers;

● Review the total rewards on offer in your business;

● Collect feedback regularly.

Your EX Strategy in 2022
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● What have we learned from the pandemic?

● Many businesses have reinvented the way they work (and the way they service 

their customers);

● Pros and cons of different approaches;

● A bigger trend in 2022 will be better tools and technology;

● We may also see a trend towards more remote, part-time work - important legal 

considerations for employers.

Hybrid and Remote Working
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 COVID vaccines and the law
● Previously there was a great deal of uncertainty about the ability of employers to 

mandate vaccines for staff and whether they could lawfully dismiss an employee 
who refused to be vaccinated.

● Legal position is becoming clearer as we have more court decisions on these 
matters.

● Key decision: CFMMEU v Mount Arthur (BHP) - this confirmed:
○ Test to be applied - is requirement lawful and reasonable?
○ Nothing unlawful about vaccine requirement, key consideration is 

reasonableness;
○ Was not reasonable in the circumstances of the case as employees had not 

been adequately consulted in breach of WHS legislation;
○ Possible to collect vaccine information so long as Privacy Act complied with.
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 COVID vaccines and the law

● Lessons for employers:
○ Mandatory vaccination requirement likely to be lawful and reasonable when based 

on WHS risk assessment;
○ Consultation is key - must be done prior to decision being made;
○ Ok to collect vaccination status details so long as Privacy Act complied with 

including:
■ Must be required for proper activity of business (eg WHS duties);
■ Employees consent to providing information (must be informed consent so 

employees must be given sufficient information about what information will 
be used for, who it will be disclosed to, etc);

■ Not unlawful coercion for continued employment to be affected by whether 
information being supplied or not;

■ Must be properly secured, not shared any wider than necessary, etc
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 COVID vaccines and the law

● Matters for employers to consider in 2022:
○ Approach to mandatory vaccines?
○ Requirement for employees to have boosters?
○ What is approach for new employees? Is being vaccinated 

required to work for the business? (NB: discrimination risks);
○ Employment contract clauses?
○ Approach to rapid antigen testing?
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● Reminder - major changes regarding casual employees in 2021;

● Obligation on employers with 15 or more employees to offer 

conversion to permanent employment after 12 months of 

employment (last 6 months on regular basis), or inform employee in 

writing why not reasonable to do so;

● Right for employees of smaller businesses to request conversion 

after 12 months of employment.

Casual Employment - Casual 
Conversion
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● To be provided to all new casual employees (along with Fair Work 

Information Statement).

Casual Employment Information 
Statement
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● New safeguards to stop wrongly classified casual employees who are 

later determined to actual be permanent employees from 

“double-dipping” on entitlements (such as paid annual leave owing), if 

they have already been paid a casual loading;

● Review employment contracts to ensure you are covered.

Casual employment - 
double-dipping protections
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● “No firm advance commitment to continuing and indefinite work 

according to an agreed pattern of work”;

● Update employment contracts as necessary.

Casual employment - new 
statutory definition
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● Traditionally test was to look at the relationship as a whole, the terms of the 

contract only one factor to consider. The conduct of parties after work 

started would be considered.

● Court decision in Workpac v Rossato in 2021 about casual employment 

indicated that what was stated in the contract was the key consideration;

● Two decisions were handed down by the court yesterday which considered 

the impact of this case in the context of independent contractors.

Change to employee v 
independent contractor test?
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● Both cases confirmed that the terms of the contract agreed between the 

parties is key and that post-contract conduct is not relevant;

● Test is still to look at multiple factors;

● That does not mean that merely stating in the contract that the relationship 

will be a contractor relationship is sufficient, rather that if the contract 

provides for matters applicable to a contracting relationship, rather than 

an employment relationship, this would be persuasive.

Change to employee v 
independent contractor test?
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● Jamsek v ZG Operations - owner-drivers of trucks found to be genuine 

independent contractors, contract provided that they provided own truck 

and maintained truck at own expense; highly skilled work;

● CFMMEU v Personnel Contracting - labourer on building site found to be an 

employee of a labour hire firm, despite his contract stating he was a 

contractor. Subject to high degree of control by client on building site and 

by labour hire firm in respect of directing which clients he worked for; 

unskilled; regular hours. 

Change to employee v 
independent contractor test?
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● Going forward - key consideration will be the terms of the contract between 

the parties; 

● Traditional factors that support the relationship being a genuine contractor 

one still relevant:

○ How much control can the employer/business exercise?

○ Regularity of hours;

○ Who provides assets / equipment?

○ Skilled / unskilled.

Change to employee v 
independent contractor test?
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● Introduction of offence of “harassment on the ground of sex”; 

● Sexual harassment now specifically stated to be valid ground for dimissal (in 

context of defending unfair dismissal claim) and within definition of serious 

misconduct (which allows dismissal without providing notice period);

● Extension of time for employee to bring sex discrimination claim in AHRC (to 

24 months);

● New “stop sexual harassment” order power for Fair Work Commission.

Changes to sexual harassment 
law
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● Review and update policies and contracts;

● Consider training for employees on new laws;

● Important for avoiding employer liability if sexual harassment does occur at 

work.

Changes to sexual harassment 
law
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● Now possible to take “flexible” parental leave - after employee has returned 

to work;

● Compassionate leave can be used for miscarriage and still-birth, changes 

to parental leave too;

● Review and update policies.

Changes to parental leave and 
compassionate leave
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● In July 2021, the superannuation rate increased by 0.5% to 10%. The rate is 

legislated to increase to 10.5% on 1 July 2022, then by 0.5% annually until it reaches 

12% in 2025. 

● Consider superannuation increase absorption clause in employment contract?

● Minimum wage also likely to increase on 1 July 2022;

● “Super stapling” was introduced on 1 November 2021;

● Removal of $450 per month minimum super threshold from 1 July 2022. 

Changes to superannuation and 
minimum wages
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Religious Discrimination Bill

● Not at all clear that Bill will become law;
● Discrimination on the basis of religion not unlawful under federal law, 

but is unlawful under some state / territory laws (not NSW);
● Federal discrimination bill would make discrimination on basis of 

religion unlawful in certain settings (including in employment);
● Controversially, protects individuals from being discriminated against 

for making religious statements in certain situations (eg job applicant 
who held views on sexuality, disability, etc founded on religion);

● Faith-based employers (eg religious schools) will be able to 
discriminate on basis of religion in some circumstances.
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● Coalition - changes to the application of the BOOT when making 
EAs, simplifying how to treat additional hours worked by part-time 
employees under Awards;

● ALP - tightening of safety net for the gig economy, watering down 
the definition of casual employment, same job/same pay (labour hire 
regulation);

● Likely both parties would staple with the sunsetting of “Zombie” 
agreements.

Federal Election and the Impact on 
Employers
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● STP phase 2 reporting is now live - from 1 January 2022;
● Pay categories must now indicate report individual components of 

payroll in line with the disaggregation of gross earnings;
● Include deductions (e.g. child support) and paid leave;
● Employees on working visas have their home country recorded in 

payroll.

STP 2.0
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For more information on how Employment Innovations can help 
your business, contact our team.

For HR & workplace advice, contact the Employment Innovations 
Advisory team:

Phone:  1300 144 120
Email:  info@employmentinnovations.com

Alternatively, you can schedule a free 1:1 with one of our HR experts! 
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-
consultation/

Need Further Advice?

https://www.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-consultation/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-consultation/

